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TO: What was your earliest intimation that you were going to be an artist?

MA: I broke my writing hand when I was 14 playing school rugby. I was forced to complete the rest of the year with my righ t 
hand. Art class became incredibly interesting I had to take a diff erent approach to painting still life. It made me loosen up 
and re-think what painting can be.  It was my fi rst memory at been taken by abstraction 

Are there aphorisms, are there words of advice you were given which you sometimes bear in mind when you are making a work? 

Someone once said this to me and I away think about it…for there to be parts that look ‘too good’, painterly gesture/colour 
decisions that fi t - its so hard to know why sometimes this works in the service of the painting and sometimes seems to be 
satisfying the painter.

How do objects or found material infl uence your approach to making art?

I am constantly looking for objects or in particular previously used paper. Paper with water marks, faded areas and printed 
blocks of colour. Some of the papers I have used in my work are from the 1940s. Other paper I have found I still cannot bring 
myself to paint on, as the qualities the paper already holds can be enough.  

When you make a work, what are the qualities you would like it to evidence?

I often feel like I am working out space in paintings – a constant push and pull, always coming back to the surface. Th ere is 
a lot of scumble and drag, scratching and dry-brushing. I always try to challenge myself to make paintings that are stripped 
back and have room to breathe. I’m interested in the tension between having somewhere for your eyes to sit so you can jump 
back into the more gestural immediate marks – a resting place for your eyes so you can jump back into the party. 

Which Australian artists do you admire and respect the most?

Sally Gabori

Which artists have infl uenced you longest and deepest?

Édouard Vuillard, Judy Millar, Joel Rickerby

What are the qualities you prize in your chosen medium/media? 

Th e scumble. A hint of dry brushing is one of my favourite marks in painting.

What are the things that attract you to abstraction? What is it that attracts you to specifi c objects? How do these two streams inter-
mingle and relate within your own work?

Works that are bold, simple, and confi dent. Abstraction is attractive as it has an openness of interpretation or response.

Where do you fi nd the objects that inform your artwork? Do you collect other objects that sit outside of your art practice? 

If I am not looking for paper in hard rubbish or abandoned buildings, I use a camera and shoot on fi lm as a way of drawing 
and composing ideas. An important part of this process is bringing my eye right up to the viewfi nder and using the physical 
frame to create the composition as opposed to composing the image on a digital screen. Th ere is a considered immediacy that 
I am drawn to: a suspended moment. I am very particular about what I choose to shoot, and tend to be economical with 
fi lm as I am often limited to 24 or 36 shots.  Both of these processes of fi nding paper and taking photos are often done at 
the same time.



How do objects facilitate the visual language within your work? How do found objects coalesce within a composition or direct its 
form and structure? 

When working over found paper, I always am responding to what already exists as these details are why I have picked it up 
in the fi rst place.

Do you feel any affi  nities or connections between your own work and that of say Picasso, Braque or Motherwell?  Have they infl u-
enced your own practice directly / indirectly? 

I’d say indirectly: their practises are inspirational in the fact there are incredible prolifi c! Th ey are constantly responding to 
things around them and acting/ making.  When I look in to all three artist practises I see huge similarities of process and 
response. 

What are the most inspiring books about art and artists that you have ever read?

Night studio.

Anything else you would like to add?

No thanks.

No title, 2013-2016, mixed media on found paper, 30 x 21 cm each.


